Take an Active Approach
To Reduce Risk in Your Supply Chain
Your Supply Chain is Less Secure Than You Think
As regulatory and tort risk continues to increase for supply chain participants, it’s now more important than ever to
ensure their manufacturing operations and documentation are in order to prove compliance. Other systems
depend on the voluntary self-management of your suppliers…however that is a passive approach. Without
constant contact and follow up, your suppliers will fall out of compliance, and increase your brand risk. Results
from thousands of vendors new to ReposiTrak prove that most vendors are not compliant on even the most basic
documents. And honestly, many of these vendors are likely servicing you.






ReposiTrak®
MarketPlace
Have a few bad actors?
We’ve opened up our
database of compliant
suppliers for you to find
replacement vendors, or
even new vendors to
improve your assortment.
From within the app, you
can request a sample,
negotiate terms, initiate a
purchase order, or even
expedite your new
supplier’s on-boarding to
your system by leveraging
the item data already
stored in ReposiTrak.
Endorsed by industry associations:

Contact:

65% have non-existent or expired Liability Insurance
Nearly 11% of insurance minimum requirements are not met
36% of Hold Harmless agreements are missing or expired
75% of required Third Party Audits are missing or expired
29% of suppliers’ Letters of Continuing Guarantee are missing or expired

What is ReposiTrak?

ReposiTrak provides retailers, wholesalers and
suppliers with a robust solution to help protect their brands and comply with
government regulations, such as FSMA. There are two components:
Compliance Management - a one-stop solution for automating the
management of and importantly, confirming compliance of required
documents and regulatory records. The solution receives, stores and
shares documentation; and generates dashboards and alerts for missing,
expired or inaccurate records.
 Track & Trace – quickly identifies the supply chain path taken by a product
in the event of a product recall. It can reduce the risk in the supply chain
by identifying backward chaining sources and forward chaining recipients
of any product or ingredient.


The ReposiTrak Difference?
We Take An Active Approach - ReposiTrak combines a web-based solution
with an in-house team to speed results. Our team reaches out to
unresponsive suppliers and “nags” them to correct non-compliance issues.
 Exclusive Supplier SQF Certification Status Alerts – ReposiTrak has
partnered with SQFI to power its audit results database. We’re the first to
know, so you are the first to know if one of your supplier’s SQF certification
has been suspended or withdrawn.
 We Confirm Compliance - ReposiTrak reads inside uploaded documents
and compares contents vs. requirements to detect inaccuracies and/or
misrepresentation. It is far more than an electronic storage box.
 ReposiTrak Works! – The combination of our technology and dedicated
team is proven to improve supplier non-compliance by more than 70%
during their first six months on ReposiTrak.
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